
Interior visualization in modern style                    from 8$ per 1m2           

The price can be changed depending on the complexity and volume of the 
technical task for the interior design. Minimal price for one order - 100$.

You will get 4-8 images for one room.
Term of the creation of the first sketches - 3-4 working days.

Interior visualization in classic style                   from 10$ per 1m2           

The price can be changed depending on the complexity and volume of the 
technical task for the interior design. Minimal price for one order - 100$.

You will get 4-8 images for one room.
Term of the creation of the first sketches - 4-5 working days.

Interior visualization for housing advertising                  100-300$   
without technical task                                        from 10$ per 1m2

Complete technical task is not required, you should choose the style of the 
interior and send us similar images with desired result. The price is depended 
on the style of interior design and assignment of the room. 

You will get 1-2 images for one room.
TTerm of the creation of the first sketches - from 3-4 working days.

Interior visualization of the public spaces              Individual price
                                                                                                    
The price can be changed depending on the complexity and volume of the 
technical task for the interior design, sguare area of the projected room. For 
premises with large area and middle numbers of furniture (rooms with open 
space) we can make a discount.

YYou will get 5-10 images for one room.
Term of the creation of the first sketches - from 3-4 working days.

Interior visualization of the WC or bathroom       from 10$ per 1m2
separately not as a part of the apartment                    

The price can be changed depending on the complexity and volume of the 
technical task for the interior design. Minimal price for one order - 40$.

You will get 3-5 images for one room.
Term of the creation of the first sketches - 2-3 working days.

Interior visualization 3d panorama                                         30$ 
                
This material is not independed, only an extra image after finals of the static 
interior pictures.

You will get 1 panoramic image.
Term of the creation panoramic image - 1-2 working days.

PRICE OF THE INTERIOR VISUALIZATION



PRICE OF THE EXTERIOR VISUALIZATION

Exterior visualization of the                   from 150$ 
individual house              

For the specified price it is possible to make visualization of a small 
individual house with the environment and site plan.

You will get 3-4 perspective images and 4 elevations on white 
background (if you need it).
Term of the creation of the first sketches - 4-5 working days.

Exterior visualization of the                           from 300$ 
cottage / villa / duplex / small
public building         

The price can be changed depending on the complexity and volume 
of the technical task for the projected building. The price is 
determined individually according to the techniсal task.
    
You will get 5-8 images.
Term of the creation of the first sketches - 5-7 working days.

Exterior visualization of the                           from 800$ 
residential complex                        

Visualization of the residential complex with environment, site plan 
and around local area.

You will get 8-10 images.
Term of the creation of the first sketches - 7-12 working days.

Exterior visualization of the                         from 1000$ 
housing estate                      
                
Visualization of the housing estate with large projected area, 
environment, site plan of the all territory, small architectural forms 
and infrastructure.

YYou will get 8-10 images.
Term of the creation of the first sketches - 10-14 working days.






